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COMPETITIVE FEATURES
Grab-N-Go Display Cases

RANDELL Grab-N-Go Display Cases

30 years of leading refrigeration expertise from Randell positions the Grab-N-Go display cases as durable and
reliable solutions for point-of-use refrigeration needs. Available in two popular sizes - - 36” and 40” lengths - -
units can be used on their own or with other Randell product solutions such as RanServe mobile
merchandisers to drive incremental sales by putting products in easy reach of customers.

Drive purchases of add-on items such as specialty beverages not found
on the fountain side of beverage sales. Specialty cold items promoting
healthier eating such as fruit and freshly prepared salads and sandwiches are
easily accessible. Other unique retail products such as cookie or pizza dough
can be closer to the customer at point-of-use.

Grab-N-Go Competitive Features and Benefits:
Recessed Cooling
The unit design locates the products in the cold open area of the case
since our engineered air-duct directs the air flow over the product.
Grab-N-Go cases meet the same high performance standards
Operators have come to expect from Randell.

Easy Accessibility
Stainless steel shelves create a three-tier display area which can be easily
cleaned since the two upper platforms, located in the rear of the unit are fully
removable for washing. Once removed, the wide open main interior surface
area can be easily wiped clean.

Full Stainless Steel Interior
Full stainless steel construction in the cooling area provides long lasting and
easily cleanable surfaces to display products in the most appealing fashion.

Electronic Controls
Randell Grab-N-Go display cases come standard with a state-of-the-art
electronic controller that allows precise and consistent temperature
performance to meet specific customer environment conditions.

Operator Friendly – Efficient Cooling
The balanced heavy-duty system provides more cooling capacity than normally
seen in competitive products. The automatic hot-gas condensate evaporation
system eliminates floor drain requirements and assures efficient evaporation of
the condensed water. As a result, there’s less fear of overflow issues common
with competitive wick-style evaporation systems.
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Easy to reach and clean

Stainless steel interiors for
cleaner looking display
areas and ease in wipe down

One-stop solutions by Randell
for a versatile kitchen
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Randell Exclusive Lift-Off Louver
Randell’s Grab-N-Go series offer a standard lift-off louver for easy access by
Operators for regular cleaning of the condenser coil along with access to the
electronic controller for adjustment.

Available Options
Randell Grab-N-Go cases are standard in an All Black exterior finish.
Stainless steel and a limited selection of laminate finishes are also
available.
Lockable stainless steel night covers protect refrigerated items when
establishments are closed
Casters

Models SSAC-40BSC Shown
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Optional stainless steel
lockable night covers
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